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YOUR WELL BEING. OUR MISSION.
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MAKE SLEEPING A DREAM

							
Fall asleep faster. Stay asleep longer.
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		🏆 We are the #1 CBD Oil - Best Value
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            🌿 America's Strongest CBD

                      Studies show that the %-Concentration of CBD has a significant impact on the effectiveness of the product. A concentrated quality product will:
🧬 Increase the rate of absorption into the bloodstream 
🧬 Enhance the bioavailability of the CBD.
In essence, choosing the right product with high-potency CBD plant complex is essential to unlock the full benefits. Let's get you started.

                    

                      Explore High Potency CBD
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            🧪 Safety first

                      You deserve peace of mind. Scan your product QR code to verify the purity & potency via our independent 3rd party lab reports.

✅ NON-GMO
✅ 0% Heavy metals
✅ 0% Pesticides
✅ FDA-compliant
✅ cGMP-facility

                    

                      Find Lab Reports
                    
                  

          

        

      

    

  








	
		
			
				
25% off 🔁 CBD Subscriptions

Good Things Take Time. Take charge of your wellness routine.
✔ Cancel any time ✔ Save 25% on EVERY order ✔ Automated to  your needs



							Subscribe & Save 25%
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            💰 Unlimited Guarantee

                      Your search for premium CBD ends here! At Neurogan, you can buy pure CBD oil of the highest quality for a peaceful mind and a restful body.

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          100% Satisfaction
                          
                        
                        
                          We recognize that finding the perfect CBD product can be a challenging journey. If, for any reason, our product doesn't meet your expectations we offer a no-hassle, full refund policy

                          
                        

                      
                    
                    
                      
                        
                          100% Price Match
                          
                        
                        
                          We are confident that you won't find a higher value-to-quality CBD product than ours - prove us wrong and we will price match any product that meets our quality standards.

                          
                        

                      
                    
                    
                      
                        
                          100% Consistency
                          
                        
                        
                          Hemp is alternative medicine for many people.  We take that serious. Our formulas are consistent and always in stock. Let's get you started!

                          
                        

                      
                    

          

        

      

    

  








  
    
      
        
		Neurogan is your trusted source for buying CBD oil online
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                  Natural Wellness Advocacy

                
                
                  Since 2016, our dedication has been to harness the power of natural wellness through premium cannabinoid supplements. Our process, from seed to shelf, ensures that we deliver the very best in CBD products. This commitment is driven by a belief in the profound benefits of CBD for leading a healthier, more balanced life.
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                  Quality Production

                
                
                  We pride ourselves on our cutting-edge production techniques, specializing in high-potency CBD. Our in-house approach to manufacturing allows for unparalleled quality control, ensuring that every bottle of CBD oil we produce meets our high standards of purity and effectiveness.
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                  Continuous Innovation

                
                
                  Our journey is one of constant innovation, seeking new ways to enhance our offerings. Our goal is to make a positive impact on wellness by providing premium CBD products. Join us in experiencing the benefits of our CBD oil, crafted with care for those seeking an improved quality of life.


                
                
              



      

    

  





  
    
		Five Star Fun Club

					Discover the experiences of our satisfied customers. Explore over 8,000 five-star reviews ➝

				



    
      
            

                  High Potency CBD Oil 12000MG
                

"Calm in a bottle. When my mind's going a mile a minute, just a bit more than a quarter dropper and poof, the stress is gone. Early evening, a few drops team up with my nightly dose of dream tincture, setting me up for the most restful sleep ever."
Mike
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                  CBD Sleep Gummies
                

"Awesome!!! Been using the Sleep gummies for about a month now. My sleep tracker has been a perfect 10 all that time. I've never slept so well. Wish I'd found them years ago!"
Edie Brokaw
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                  CBD + CBG Tincture
                

"It really works wonders. I had a huge amount of focus and calmness throughout the day doing my normal daily activities, would definitely recommend"
Jeffrey
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                  CBD Pre Rolls
                

"Smooth! These pre-rolls are awesome. They really relax me and leave me pretty focused afterwards. Also great for alleviating pain. Perfect."
Florentino Rios
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                  CBN Oil
                

"Sleeping like a baby. This oil is a life saver! I’ve been plagued with horrible sleep the last few years. I take the recommended dose most nights. Ever since using these drops before sleep, I’m getting the best uninterrupted sleep. Highly recommend this to everyone!!!"
Sheena Ghassemi
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                  CBD Roll On
                

"Superb results. I have been most pleased with the results of the CBD roll on. It relieves discomfort from my muscles and allows me to perform my daily activities pain free. I would highly recommend this product."
Tom Bookmiller
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                  CBD Tea Bags
                

"Soooo relaxing! This really works to relax me. It tastes great and works so well. It's perfect for bedtime but also anytime during the day when you need some stress relief!"
Mary
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                  Delta-9 THC Gummies 10MG
                

"Best way to unwind before bed. My favourite product by Neurogan. With this gummy I feel my body relax and unwind and my mind slows down. I take it a couple of hours before bed to make sure I fully relax and I never feel groggy in the morning."
Landis Knapp
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                  CBD Balm
                

"Buy it now, thank yourself later. This balm works really well and doesn't have a strong scent like others. Leaves skin feeling rejuvenated, has helped me with muscle soreness. I really like this stuff. Seems to heal small scrapes or abrasions faster and with less to no scarring."
Andres Barajuan
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                  CBD Gummy Squares
                

"Strong. Even though I'm taking the "beginners" dose, it's plenty for me. One in the morning and one in early afternoon and I'm feeling more relaxed and good about myself. I've even been able to reduce my stress eating. Bonus! I might even lose some weight."
Karen Purrone
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          CBD Inspired by Scandinavia:
Embracing Hygge in Wellness
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Embodying Tradition in Every Drop • At Neurogan, our philosophy is deeply inspired by hygge, a Danish tradition that finds joy in life's simple pleasures.

                      
                        
                          +Read More
                        
                      


                       As a leading source for premium CBD online, we infuse this mindful approach into crafting artisan goods that enrich your life's quiet moments. Our commitment extends beyond products to providing an experience that celebrates the Scandinavian values of simplicity and contentment.
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A Diverse Collection for Holistic Support • Neurogan takes pride in offering an extensive range of CBD products designed to nurture your mind, body, and spirit.

                      
                        
                          +Read More
                        
                      


                      Whether you're drawn to the soothing effects of our oils, the targeted relief of topicals, the convenience of capsules, or the delight of gummies, each product is crafted with meticulous care. Our goal is to meet your wellness needs with options that reflect our dedication to quality and effectiveness.
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Simplicity and Purity at Our Core • As a small, Scandinavian family-owned company, our guiding principles are rooted in simplicity and honesty.

                      
                        
                          +Read More
                        
                      


                      This ethos is mirrored in our selection of pure, non-GMO ingredients and our commitment to sustainable practices. Sourced from non-GMO, full-spectrum, and broad-spectrum THC-free hemp grown in the sunny climes of California, our products stand as a testament to our pledge to offer trustworthy and natural solutions for you and your pets.


                    

                  


        

      

    

  












  
    
      
        
		Frequently Asked Questions



        
              
                
                  What is CBD?
                  
                
                
                  CBD, or cannabidiol, is one of over a hundred naturally occurring compounds abundant in hemp plants. CBD works similarly to cannabinoids our bodies produce in the endocannabinoid system (ECS), which play a role in communication between cells and maintains homeostasis (balance) of vital systems and organs. 
It's become a wildly popular ingredient that can be formulated into various product types, depending on the desired effects—some common products featuring CBD include food, supplements, and skincare products. 

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  What does CBD do?
                  
                
                
                  CBD supports the endocannabinoid system function by influencing the activity of CB1 and CB2 receptors to regulate various physiological processes, including pain perception, relaxation, sleep, mood, healthy immune response, and much more. 
Some studies show CBD to have unique interactions at other receptor sites that influence our sensitivity to pain and resilience to stress. While research on CBD is relatively new, there's a lot of promise for its uses.

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  Does CBD Show up on a drug test?
                  
                
                
                  While it is technically possible for CBD to appear on drug tests if they are explicitly screening for it, CBD is generally not a compound that is commonly flagged on drug screenings. This is because CBD is legal in most countries and does not produce any psychoactive effects that can impair cognitive function or performance.

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  Does CBD get you high?
                  
                
                
                  CBD will not get you high the same way THC (the main psychoactive compound in marijuana does). While it's true that these compounds work on the same endocannabinoid system, they illicit different effects on the mind and body because CBD doesn't directly activate the CB1 receptor. 
CBD is non-intoxicating, but it has relaxing properties that promote a sense of calm. 

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  Are CBD and Hemp the same?
                  
                
                
                  CBD is a cannabinoid compound that's found in cannabis plants. 
Meanwhile, hemp is a type of cannabis plant that contains very-low quantities of THC (less than 0.3%) and is high in CBD, grown for industrial purposes. 

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  Is CBD legal?
                  
                
                
                  The legality of CBD depends on where it's sourced from. In the United States, the Farm Bill (2018) distinguished hemp plants and their cannabinoid compounds, including CBD, from marijuana plants, removing it from the list of controlled substances. 
All Neurogan products are made from American-grown Farm-Bill-compliant hemp crops that are legal on a federal level. 

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  What does CBD help for?
                  
                
                
                  Many people reach for CBD for different uses. Some people use it for stress, sleep, and muscle recovery, but others use CBD products for focus, concentration, and even skincare.
Its use widely varies depending on the product formulation and the individual's body chemistry. 
This is because of CBD's versatility as an ingredient and the fact that the body has endocannabinoid receptors throughout the body, and each person's endocannabinoid system is unique. As a result, CBD can have different effects, depending on the individual's needs and goals. 

                  
                

              
            
              
                
                  How much CBD should I take to feel relaxed?
                  
                
                
                  Dosing CBD is a personal experience because of each person's unique body chemistry. 
When starting CBD, it's recommended to start with a low dose and gradually increase it until you reach your desired effects. It's also worth noting that it can take some time to see the impact of CBD, depending on how much you take and how you consume it. For example, smoking CBD hemp flower will be felt much quicker and may feel more potent than using CBD oil. 
Ultimately, finding the proper dosage of CBD to feel relaxed is a personal process that may involve some trial and error.
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		Learn With Us

					We’re not just a place for you to buy CBD online but a reliable resource to learn more about this incredible cannabinoid. We want you to embark on this journey knowing all there is to know about CBD. That is why we have gathered a collection of fun articles on the benefits of cannabinoids, their origins, and more. Visit our blog after you buy your CBD oil to learn more about the product you’re putting into your body.
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